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ABSTRACT
Recent computed tomography coronary angiography studies have noted higher transluminal contrast agent gradients in arteries with stenotic lesions, but the physical mechanism responsible for these gradients is not clear. We use computational fluid dynamics modeling coupled with contrast agent dispersion to investigate the mechanism for these gradients. Simulations of blood flow and contrast agent dispersion in models of coronary artery are carried out for both steady and pulsatile flows, and axisymmetric stenoses of severities varying from 0% (unobstructed) to 80% are considered. Simulations show the presence of measurable gradients with magnitudes that increase monotonically with stenotic severity when other parameters are held fixed. The computational results enable us to examine and validate the hypothesis that transluminal contrast gradients (TCG) are generated due to the advection of the contrast bolus with time-varying contrast concentration that appears at the coronary ostium. Since the advection of the bolus is determined by the flow velocity in the artery, the magnitude of the gradient therefore encodes the coronary flow velocity. The correlation between the flow rate estimated from TCG and the actual flow rate in the computational model of a physiologically realistic coronary artery is 96% with a $R^2$ value of 0.98. The mathematical formulae connecting TCG to flow velocity derived here, represent a novel, and potentially powerful approach for non-invasive estimation of coronary flow velocity from CT angiography.
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INTRODUCTION

Computed tomography coronary angiography (CCTA) is a diagnostic procedure to visualize the artery and specifically the lumen area of coronary arteries. The advent of high resolution multi-detector CTA (MDCTA) coupled with prospective ECG gating allows for the image scanning of the entire heart thereby enabling high-resolution assessment of the morphological details of the main coronary vessels [1]. In order to enhance the boundaries of the lumen, intravenous iodine based contrast agent is injected into the patient. To minimize the radiation exposure and more accurately determine the optimal scan delay after the contrast agent administration in patients, the temporal variation of the contrast agent bolus (profile) is tracked at a reference location (typically at the descending aorta); the CT image is acquired when this bolus reached maximum intensity [2]. An example of MDCTA image for coronary artery with a lesion is shown in Fig 1, where the lumen is represented by gray area and HU is the Hounsfield units, which measures the level of attenuation of the X-ray beam.

In its current form, CCTA is used to identify arterial stenoses as well as to evaluate the size, shape and area-reduction due to the lesion; this information is subsequently used to make decisions on surgical intervention as well as to plan the surgery. However, this approach to angiography does not provide any information about the coronary hemodynamics (such as velocity or pressure drop across the lesion) which is a more direct measure of the functional significance of the arterial lesion and the resulting ischemia. Information on the flow has traditionally been obtained from catheterization, which is invasive and expensive.

Recent studies have raised the interesting possibility that the data from MDCTA might contain some information on the functional severity of the lesion. In particular, studies [3]–[7] have noted a continuous attenuation of contrast agent concentration along the axial direction (see Fig. 1 for example) and this attenuation gradient (termed as the transluminal contrast gradient; TCG) appears to correlate with the severity of the stenotic lesion[3]-5]. Choi et al.[4] also found that adding the attenuation gradient to the interpretation of coronary CTA improved classification of coronary artery stenosis severity, especially in severely calcified lesions. While these studies demonstrate that physiologic information could be present in the attenuation gradients noted on CCTA, the underlying mechanism of these gradients are not well understood. Furthermore, attempts at correlating TCG with well-established, indices of functional significance such as fractional flow reserve (FFR) [2] have not been encouraging [6] and it is not clear if this lack of correlation reflects an inherent disconnect between physiologic conditions and TCG, or the presence of imaging artifacts (i.e.
resolution), or inadequate control of conditions that effect the correlation between hemodynamics and TCG.

Thus, there is a need for a study that can delineate the confounding effects of physiology and imaging on TCG. Such delineation is difficult to accomplish via *in-vivo* studies firstly because the two effects (physiology and imaging) cannot be separated and secondly, imaging does not by itself provide all the information required (velocity, pressure, contrast agent distribution etc.) for determining the physiological mechanisms of TCG generation.

Motivated by this, we use computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling to examine the mechanism for TCG generation in stenosed coronary arteries and assess the correlation of TCG established metrics of stenotic significance. Idealized and patient-derived models of a prototypical coronary artery with stenoses varying in severity from 0% (unstenosed) to 80% (based on area constriction) are employed, and the equations of flow and contrast agent dispersion solved simultaneously in these models. The modeling approach allows a high level of control of all key parameters and variables, and provides data that facilitates the delineation of flow mechanisms from imaging artifacts. The TCG obtained from the simulations is correlated with physiologic and hemodynamic parameters and used to test our primary hypothesis regarding the mechanics for TCG generation – that TCG reflects the convection of a time-varying contrast bolus into the coronary artery, and therefore encodes information about the coronary blood flow velocity.

It is important to note that to the best of our knowledge, while a number of studies have attempted to correlate TCG with measures of stenotic severity [3-6,8], none of these studies have attempted to put forth a physics-based mechanism for the generation of TCG or have obtained a strong quantitative correlation between TCG and the other hemodynamic parameters. Therefore, the significance of the present work is that we propose and validate a physical (causal) mechanism for TCG and provide a quantitative relationship between TCG and the coronary flow using computational modeling.

The implications of the findings of the current study on the diagnosis of coronary artery disease (CAD) are potentially significant. Diagnosis of CAD typically begins with a cardiac stress test which is ultimately used to help determine which patients should be referred to invasive coronary catheterization and possible coronary revascularization[9], [10]. Although a normal cardiac stress test indicates an excellent prognosis and a low incidence of major adverse cardiovascular events, stress testing has not been an adequate “gatekeeper” to the catheterization lab, as it leads to a significant number of unnecessary invasive procedures.
[11] at a staggering healthcare cost and patient risk exposure. Invasive tests such as fractional flow reserve (FFR) predict those who can benefit from stents, but carry the inherent expense and risks of catheterization [12]. New diagnostic assays that combine CCTA with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) are promising [13] but involve a high degree of complexity and cost. The ability to rapidly and accurately quantify coronary hemodynamics from a standard CCTA exam, could serve as a highly potent alternative to these existing CAD diagnoses, and enable appropriate and cost-effective health care to be deployed. Such a diagnostic method could also serve as a “gatekeeper” for these invasive therapies and lead to a significant reduction in unnecessary invasive catheterization; this would not only generate significant savings in direct healthcare costs, it will also reduce the indirect costs and patient risks associated with these invasive procedure including heart attack, stroke, and death.

**METHODS**

**Hemodynamics and Contrast Agent Transport**

The blood flow inside the modeled coronary artery is assumed to be Newtonian and the hemodynamics is simulated by solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations,

\[
\frac{\partial \vec{U}}{\partial t} + (\vec{U} \cdot \vec{V}) \vec{U} + \frac{\nabla \cdot \vec{P}}{\rho} = \nu \nabla^2 \vec{U}, \quad \vec{V} \cdot \vec{U} = 0
\]  

(1)

where \( \vec{U} \) is the flow velocity, \( P \) is pressure, \( \rho \) and \( \nu \) are the density and kinematic viscosity of the blood respectively. The flow in any artery is driven by the simplified transarterial pulsatile pressure drop (\( \Delta P \)) and we prescribe this as an input in our both diseased and normal model as;

\[
\Delta P = P_1 + P_2 \sin(2\pi \cdot HR / 60 \cdot t),
\]  

(2)

where \( HR \) is the heart rate in beats per minute (BPM). A Neumann type boundary condition is applied for the velocity at the inlet and exit, and a no-slip boundary condition is used on the vessel wall.

Since the volume fraction of the contrast agent is extremely low for CTA, the contrast agent can be modeled as a passive scalar[14]. The governing equation for the contrast agent concentration, \( C \) (mg/ml) is then given by;

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} + (\vec{U} \cdot \vec{V}) C = D \nabla^2 C
\]  

(3)

where \( \vec{U} \) is the flow velocity obtained from the solution of Eq. (1), \( D \) is the molecular diffusivity of the contrast agent in the blood. This model has been used for the simulation of
contrast agent dispersion in many previous studies[9–11]. Interestingly, the diffusivity of the contrast agent in the blood is not well characterized and past studies have employed Schmidt numbers (Sc=\nu/D) ranging from 1 to 1000 [14], [15]. In the present study, we use Sc=1 and the effect of Sc on the TCG will be discussed in the later section. Given that contrast is excluded from the intracellular space and thus should not cross the coronary endothelium, a zero wall flux boundary condition for the contrast agent is applied as an approximation to the actual physics on the lumen boundary. This is also consistent with previous computational models of contrast transport in arteries [9]. Furthermore, we employ a convective outflow boundary condition at the downstream ends of the arteries. The boundary condition at the inlet is more complex and is described in the following section.

**Arterial input function**

The time-variation of the contrast agent concentration at the coronary ostium, referred to here as the “arterial input function,” (AIF) is a key factor that effects contrast agent gradients, and needs to be prescribed as an input in the model. In the automated bolus triggering method typically employed in CCTA, the attenuation level is tracked at a reference position in the aorta, and the final image acquisition scan triggered at some prescribed HU level (300 HU in Figure 2a) which is usually at or near the peak of the bolus. This data is typically discarded in a standard CTA acquisition but as has been shown recently, the AIF can be used to improve myocardial CT perfusion measurements[17]. Figure 2a shows an AIF captured at the descending aorta in a patient with coronary artery disease undergoing clinical CTA. This shows a smooth rise from a nominal value of about 50 to a peak value of about 350 to 400 HU, at which point the image is acquired. The scanner is triggered at around 300 HU in the current protocol and the volume images are acquired 1-2 heart beat after. Figure 2b represents the AIF in a canine model in which a smooth but rapid rise to maximum as the bolus arrives in the aorta similar to human studies, followed by a slow decay reflecting the flushing out of the contrast agent bolus. The typical time-delay between arrival of the bolus and maximum enhancement in human studies ranges from 10 to 15 seconds. Given the fact that the attenuation at the descending aorta is not significantly different from the value at the coronary ostium (aortic root), and the attenuation in Hounsfield units (HU) is directly proportional to the contrast agent concentration $C$ [17], the recorded AIF shown in Fig. 2a can be used for the inlet boundary condition of the contrast agent. In order to model this, we prescribe the arterial input function in terms of concentration, $C$ as
where $C_{\text{max}}$ and $C_{\text{min}}$ are the maximum and minimum concentrations at the ostium, $t_s$ is the arrival time of the bolus, and $T_d$ is the time-delay between the arrival of the bolus and the maximum enhancement. This function provides a reasonable representation of the actual time-variation of attenuation in patients as shown in Fig. 2a and we choose $T_d=10-20$ (sec) for our simulations. Note that the modeling of the contrast agent dispersion starts at $t=t_s$ and continues till $t=t_s+T_d$ and the distribution of the contrast agent (and associated attenuation) in the artery examined at $t=t_s+T_d$. We also note here that other functions (such as for instance, linear with time) could also be used to represent the AIF; this would not change the essential features of the mechanism proposed here but would change the precise form of the mathematical formulae that are derived in later sections.

**Arterial attenuation and TCG calculation**

As shown in Fig. 1, TCG is derived from the axial variation of cross-sectional averaged attenuation. The attenuation averaged over the cross-sectional lumen area at a given axial location, $s$ (mm) (see Fig. 3), at any given time instance normalized by the maximum attenuation increase at the coronary ostium is given by

$$
\frac{\text{HU}^*(s)}{\text{HU}_{\text{max}} - \text{HU}_{\text{min}}} = \frac{\bar{C}(s)}{C_{\text{max}} - C_{\text{min}}}; \quad \bar{C}(s) = \frac{1}{A(s)} \int_{ds} C \, dA
$$

(5)

where $A(s)$ is the cross-sectional area. Note that in the above, we denote the attenuation in terms of the Hounsfield Units (HU) as is traditionally done in CT imaging [4]. The assumption here is that the attenuation is linearly proportional to the contrast agent concentration [18]. The contrast agent attenuation is computed at 2 mm intervals along the artery and the normalized transluminal contrast gradient (TCG*) is estimated as the slope of the linear regression fit to this normalized transluminal attenuation profile. For example, if the profile is fit to the linear function as $\text{HU}^*(s) = a*s + b$, then TCG* is given by the slope $a$, and its unit is $(\text{mm}^{-1})$. The spatial resolution chosen does not affect the results since a linear regression has employed and is the resolution is chosen to be close to the value of 5 mm which is typical for new scanners.
Fractional flow reserve

While there are a number of metrics/indices proposed for evaluating the functional significance of arterial lesions, fractional flow reserve (FFR) has emerged as the gold standard for the assessment of the functional significance of arterial stenoses[19]. As such, some recent studies have attempted to correlate TCG with FFR[3],[20]. In the current study, we use the fractional flow reserve based on the flow rate (FFR_Q) as a functional measure of the severity of coronary stenosis[19]. The flow-rate based FFR is defined by FFR_Q=Q/Q_s, where Q_s is the flow rate in the stenosed artery at the hyperemic condition, and Q_n is the hyperemic flow rate in the same artery without the stenosis. FFR_Q is readily available from our computational model since we simulate the flow in both the stenosed and unstenosed arteries. We note that FFR is in practice measured at hyperemic conditions to minimize the myocardial resistance and distinguish the effect of the stenosis resistance. However in our models (which is an idealized coronary artery segment) since we are not modeling the resistance of the myocardial capillary network, we cannot model the induction if hyperemia. Thus, our approach might not reproduce the numerical values of FFR typically measured in clinical settings; however it is expected that the trends in FFR with stenotic severity and correlation with TCG should be recovered reasonably well.

Analytical investigation of mechanism for TCG

The dispersion of contrast agent is governed by the convection-diffusion equation, Eq. (3). For a simple pipe flow, the equation for axial gradients of the cross-sectional area-averaged concentration, \( \bar{C} \) (which is directly connected with TCG, see Eq. 5) can be written as

\[
\frac{\partial \bar{C}}{\partial s} = -\frac{1}{U} \frac{\partial \bar{C}}{\partial t} + \frac{1}{U} \left( D + \frac{d^2 \bar{U}^2}{B \cdot D} \right) \frac{\partial^2 \bar{C}}{\partial s^2}
\]  

(6)

where \( \bar{U} = Q/A \), \( s \) is the axial distance, \( d \) is the diameter of the pipe. The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (6) is the advection of the input bolus (i.e. AIF) and the other terms are the axial molecular diffusion and the Taylor dispersion effects [21] which is caused by the non-uniform cross-sectional velocity profile. For a parabolic velocity profile, the constant \( B \) in the Taylor dispersion term can be evaluated analytically and is equal to 192.

Now we apply scaling analysis to each term on the right hand side of Eq. (6). From Eq. (4), since the concentration varies by \( \Delta C = C_{max} - C_{min} \) over \( T_d \), the order of magnitude of the first term on the right-hand-side is \( O(\Delta C / (T_d \bar{U})) \), and if we take \( (T_d \bar{U}) \) as the axial
length scale, the orders of magnitude for molecular diffusion and Taylor dispersion are given by $O(\Delta C \cdot D / (T_d^2 \overline{U}^3))$ and $O(\Delta C \cdot d^2 / (T_d^2 \overline{U} \cdot BD))$, respectively. If the typical values for the LAD coronary flow ($\overline{U}=10 \text{ cm/sec}$, $T_d=10 \text{ sec}$, $d=3 \text{ mm}$) are substituted, the ratio of molecular diffusion and Taylor dispersion effects to the bolus propagation effect are $4 \times 10^{-5} / \text{Sc}$ and $10^{-3} \times \text{Sc}$, respectively (Sc is the Schmidt number, $\text{Sc}=\nu/D$). Thus, molecular diffusion effects are negligible compared to the advective effect even for small ($O(1)$) values of the Schmidt number. Taylor dispersion effect would be comparable to advective effects for $\text{Sc}=O(10^3)$, but for this regime, the assumption for the Taylor dispersion formulation (radial variation of $C$ is much smaller than $\overline{C}$) will not hold. Actual CCTA data (Fig. 1) suggests that the Schmidt number for the contrast agent may not have such a high magnitude since the contrast shows a rather weak variation in the radial direction. Thus we hypothesize here that advection effects are dominant and TCG is therefore a reflection of the advection of the contrast bolus at coronary ostium.

By assuming that the contrast agent dispersion in axial direction is dominated by the advection, and considering axial variation of cross-sectional area, $A(s)$, the equation for $\overline{C}$ can be written as

$$\frac{\partial \overline{C}}{\partial t} + \frac{Q}{A(s)} \frac{\partial \overline{C}}{\partial s} = \frac{\partial \overline{C}}{\partial t} + Q \frac{\partial \overline{C}}{\partial \eta} \approx 0,$$

(7)

where $\eta=\int A(s) \, ds$. The solution of Eq. (7) is given by

$$\overline{C}(t, s) \approx C_{\text{ostium}} \left( t - V(s)/Q \right),$$

(8)

where $V(s)=\int_0^s A(s) \, ds$ and $C_{\text{ostium}}$ is the time variation of concentration at $s=0$, i.e the arterial input function (AIF). The normalized TCG ($\text{TCG}^*$) can be given by the slope of linear regression line for $\overline{C}(t, s)/\Delta C$, where $\Delta C=C_{\text{max}}-C_{\text{min}}$. Based on the mean value theorem, the slope is given by

$$\text{TCG}^* = \frac{1}{\Delta C} \frac{\overline{C}(s_b) - \overline{C}(s_a)}{s_b - s_a} = \frac{1}{\Delta C} \frac{\partial \overline{C}}{\partial s}(\hat{s}),$$

(9)

where $s_a$ and $s_b$ are the axial locations where $\overline{C}(t, s)/\Delta C$ intersects with the linear regression line, and $s_a \leq \hat{s} \leq s_b$ and is the local axial direction along the vessel which is located at the section of interest where TCG is measured (i.e. TCG* is represented by the linear slope between the proximal ($s_a$) and distal ($s_b$) points.)

From Eqs. (7) and (8), we get
Thus TCG* is inversely proportional to the flow rate, \( Q \), but also related with the arterial input function, \( C_{\text{ostium}}(t) \). Substituting in the AIF used in the present study (Eq. 4) into Eq. (10), the TCG* at \( t = t_s + T_d \) is estimated as

\[
\text{TCG}^* \approx -\frac{1}{\Delta C} \frac{A(\delta) \partial C}{Q} \frac{\delta C}{\delta t}(\delta) \approx -\frac{1}{\Delta C} \frac{A(\delta)}{Q} \frac{\partial}{\partial t} C_{\text{ostium}}(t-V(\delta)/Q).
\]  

(10)

For the typical values for the coronary flow, the term inside the sine function in Eq.(11) is \( \sim O(0.1) \) and thus it can be approximated as shown above. Most interestingly, this expression clearly suggests the correlation between the TCG and a key hemodynamic variable; the coronary flow rate \( Q \) as \( \text{TCG}^* \sim 1/Q^2 \). The expression, Eq. (11) and the present hypothesis will be verified by the simulation for the model coronary artery. Fig. 2C is a schematic that illustrates the analytical mechanism described: TCG is the transluminal (spatial) projection of the time profile of the contrast agent and hence is driven by the coronary blood flow velocity \( V_{\text{CF}} \). Therefore, comparing to the stenosed vessel, the higher flow rate (and velocity) in the normal vessel will have a lower TCG values and vice versa (Eq. 11).

**Quantitative Flow rate Estimation using TCG**

Equation (11) provides the basis for the non-invasive estimation of coronary blood flow rate using the contrast agent gradients, since all other variables in the equations are known from the CCTA. To estimate the blood flow rate through the vessel, \( Q \), Eq. (11) can be re-written as;

\[
Q_{\text{TAFE}} \approx \frac{\pi}{T_d} \sqrt{\frac{A(\delta)V(\delta)}{2 \cdot \text{TCG}^*}}.
\]

(12)

and we refer to the above method of determining the flow rate as Transluminal Attenuation Flow Encoding (TAFE). The vessel cross-sectional area, \( A \), volume \( V \), and normalized TCG are all available on the CCTA data, and \( T_d \) can be obtained from the AIF. The above equation is derived for a single vessel, while the real coronary artery has many branches. The above method can however be extended for a branched arterial network. Consider a branched artery network shown schematically in Fig 4A. If we apply the convection equation, Eq. (7) to the main branch connecting segments \( S_1, S_2, \) and \( S_3 \), the solution for the contrast agent profile at the axial location on the segment 3, for example, will be;
where \( Q_j \) and \( V_j \) are the flow rate and volume for the segment \( j \), respectively. Basically, Eq. (13) is a modification of Eq. (8) based on the fact that the flow rate through the each segment is different. Thus, the normalized TCG measured on the each arterial segment is related to the AIF by;

\[
TCG_n^* \approx \frac{1}{\Delta C} \frac{A_n(\delta)}{\bar{Q}_n} \frac{\partial}{\partial t} C_{\text{ostium}} \left( t - \frac{V_n(\delta)}{\bar{Q}_n} - \sum_{\text{upstream}} \frac{V_j}{\bar{Q}_j} \right),
\]

(14)

where the summation on the last term is for the all the upstream segments back to the coronary ostium. For example, if \( n=3 \), the summation for the upstream should include the segments 1 and 2. Using Eq. (14), the flow rate through the segment \( n \), \( Q_n \) can be estimated using \( TCG_n^* \) as;

\[
Q_n = \frac{\tau + \sqrt{\tau^2 + 4 \cdot TCG_n^* \cdot V_s(\delta)}}{2 \cdot TCG_n^*},
\]

(15)

where

\[
TCG_n^* = \frac{-2 \cdot TCG_n^* \cdot T_d^2}{A_n(\delta) \cdot \pi^2} \quad \text{and} \quad \tau = \sum_{\text{upstream}} \frac{V_j}{\bar{Q}_j},
\]

(16)

where \( TCG^* \) is the regulated TCG and \( \tau \) is the branch retarded time which is the time delay between the coronary ostium and the proximal branching point of the vessel segment. Note that to evaluate \( \tau \), the flow rate through all the upstream vessel segments should be known. Thus, Eq. (15) should be applied from the most upstream segment to estimate the flow rate sequentially.

**RESULTS**

**Idealized Model**

The first objective here is to understand the fundamental mechanism for TCG generation as well as the effect of features such as flow velocity, bolus duration and arterial bifurcations, which are expected to have a bearing on flow, contrast agent dispersion, and therefore TCG. This is best accomplished with a simple and idealized model of a coronary artery used in this component of the computational study as shown in Fig. 4. The length of the main artery in this model is 20 cm; the proximal and distal diameter of this artery are 4mm and 2 mm
respectively and a linear taper with angle equal to 0.29 degrees is employed. In order to mimic the effect of branching on flow and contrast gradients, we have included two branches from the main vessel; these are located at 16% and 57.5% of the length of the main vessel. The proximal diameters of these vessels are approximately 3.2 mm and 2.3 mm and the taper angles are 0.16 and 0.10 degrees respectively. We note at the outset that while the topology and dimensions of the model are based generally on a typical left coronary artery, the model is not derived from any patient-specific data and is not anatomically-exact. For the cases with stenosis, axi-symmetric stenoses are created on the main artery segment between the two bifurcations (Fig. 4B). The stenosis extends about 10 mm in the axial direction and the severity (based on area reduction) varies from 50 to 80%.

In order to understand the effect of flow rate on TCG, two different mean flow rate conditions are modeled by choosing $P_A = 3.0$ and 4.5 mmHg and $P_B = 0$ for both flow cases. For the pulsatile flow conditions $HR = 60$ BPM and $P_B = 2.85$ and 4.35 mmHg are chosen for $P_A = 3$ and 4.5 mmHg, respectively. Consistent with the focus on basic mechanisms, the temporal variation of pressure is chosen to be a simple sinusoid that does not mimic the precise variation for coronary arteries. For the normal (unstenosed) artery model, the mean pressure drops of 3 and 4.5 mmHg result in mean flow rates through the main artery of $Q_n = 50$ and 69 (ml/min) respectively. The mean flow velocities are $\bar{U} = 11.8$ and 16.3 (cm/sec), respectively, and these are in the range of measured values for the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary arteries in rest conditions[22]. These flow conditions correspond to a mean Reynolds number ($Re = \bar{U}d/\nu$) of 88 and 122, respectively, and Womersley number ($\alpha = d\sqrt{\omega/\nu}/2 ) = 1.88$, where $\omega = 2\pi HR/60$ is the angular frequency of the pulsatile flow and $d$ is the artery diameter.

The results of grid refinement for both the idealized and physiological models are described in the Appendix. For the idealized model, simulations are performed for both steady and pulsatile flows with two normal mean flow rate conditions, $Q_n = 50$ and 69 (ml/min), and area stenosis 50, 60, 70 and 80%. The simulations provide the pressure, velocity, and contrast agent concentration distributions for the modeled coronary arteries. The concentration in the artery is measured at the end of simulation time (10 second) when the AIF reaches its peak and this mimics the typical CCTA acquisition protocol. For example, these fields are shown in Fig. 5 for the case of steady flow, $Q_n = 50$ ml/min and area constriction 70%. One can see a significant pressure drop across the stenosis and high velocity magnitudes through the stenosis.
Figure 6 shows the transluminal variation of $HU^*$ for steady and pulsatile flow cases with normal mean flow rates, $Q_n=50$ and $Q_n=69$ (ml/min). All these simulations are performed with $T_d=10$ (sec). In these plots section (1) and (2) indicate the location of arterial bifurcations and this divides the main artery into three segments (proximal to first bifurcation, distal to first bifurcation and distal to downstream bifurcation) and results with steady flow show a characteristic piecewise linear attenuation in each of these three segments of the artery. For the pulsatile flow results, a wave-like variation is superposed on the linear distribution of attenuation. It is observed, however, that the magnitude of the attenuation gradient increases constriction size in all segments of the artery.

Values of $TCG^*$ are estimated for the intermediate segment of the artery (segment that lies between points (1) and (2) denoted in Fig. 6 by linear regression as described in the methods section, and Figures 6A and 6B show the variation of $TCG^*$ with area constriction for the steady and pulsatile flows with two different mean flow rate conditions. We note that while the magnitude of $TCG^*$ does increase with increasing constriction, the value of $TCG^*$ also depends on the flow rate conditions and decreases in magnitude as the flow rate increases.

Analytical investigation of TCG formation in Eq. (11) suggests the relations; $TCG^* \sim 1/Q^2$ and $TCG^* \sim 1/T_d^2$. These correlations are examined in Fig. 7 for the current simulation results. Figures 7A and 10B show that $TCG^*$ has a strong (R>0.92) linear relationship with $1/Q^2$ for both steady and pulsatile flows. In order to assess the effect of $T_d$, we performed additional simulations for 70% stenosis, $Q_n=50$ ml/min with $T_d$ varying from 10 to 20 (sec) in the steady flow case. The results are plotted in Fig. 7C, which indicates a clear linear relationship between $TCG^*$ and $1/T_d^2$ (R=0.99). Thus, the results shown in Fig. 7 seem to verify our hypothesis on the mechanism of TCG generation and the expression, Eq. (11). It is interesting to note that though Eq. (11) has been derived for the idealized steady pipe flow, the correlation between TCG and the coronary flow rate, $Q$ still holds for the unsteady pulsatile flow through a relatively complex model of a coronary arteries. Figures 7D show plots of $TCG^*$ versus $FFR_Q$ for both flow rate conditions and it is noted that the magnitude of $TCG^*$ decreases with increasing $FFR_Q$. However, the correlation between $TCG^*$ and $FFR_Q$ is significantly affected by the flow rate condition and is relatively poor (R=0.41).
Physiological Model Based on Coronary CT

From the previous section, the correlation between the inverse of flow rate squared and TCG* is clear. To prove that the same mechanism holds for a more realistic model, the same steady computation has been performed for the normal case and 70% stenosis. The normal case geometry (Fig. 8A) has been generated from a patient specific data from CTA images and a 70% stenosis (Fig. 8B) has been created manually using the normal geometry to compare the two cases. There were no regions of calcification in the artery of interest for this subject, thereby enabling acquisition of a high-quality image throughout the vessel of interest. The study has been modeled such that the mean flow rate through LCA matches the stress condition in clinical measurements. Therefore by choosing PA=3.0 mmHg, the mean flow rate in LCA will be $Q_a = 375$ (ml/min) which is within the range of measured values of left coronary arteries [22]. The mean flow velocity is $\bar{U} = 25.1$ (cm/sec) which would correspond to the mean Reynolds number $Re = \bar{U}d/\nu = 454$.

Figure 9 provides the simulation results for the pressure, velocity, and contrast agent concentration distribution for the mentioned flow rate of $Q_a = 375$ (ml/min) and the area constriction of 70%. As expected, a pattern similar to the idealized case can be observed in the patient derived model which includes a significant pressure drop across the stenosis along with high velocity magnitudes through the stenosis. Figure 10A shows the transluminal contrast agent concentration HU* for both the no-stenosis and 70% stenosis cases where the section $S_1$-$S_4$ has been defined along the main LAD before each branch point (Fig. 9A). The values of TCG* are estimated as described earlier in the paper. Based on the analytical relation between TCG* and the flow rate $Q_{TAFE}$, Eq. (12), the flow rates were estimated. Figure 10B demonstrates a strong correlation with an $R^2 = 0.98$ between the flow rate estimate by TAFE and the one obtained in the CFD calculation, for both the normal and 70% area stenosis cases for different sections of $S_1$ to $S_4$.

Discussion

In this paper, the mechanism for the generation of contrast agent gradients in coronary arteries observed in cardiac CT has been investigated via computational fluid dynamics simulation and the analysis of the convection-diffusion equation. The current simulations of blood flow and contrast agent dispersion in models of stenosed coronary arteries show that TCG is measurably higher in arteries with a constriction and that TCG is correlated with coronary flow velocity, which in these models, is associated with different stenotic severities.
Although CFD has its own limitation associated with modeling and discretization errors, the exclusion of imaging artifacts and the capability to precisely control the boundary conditions and other features (e.g., arterial geometry, trans-arterial pressure drop and arterial input function) in the current modeling study allows us to suggest that TCG does indeed encode information that is intrinsically related to coronary flow. The analysis of the convection-diffusion equation for the contrast agent also provides insight into the mechanism responsible for TCG.

More specifically, axial or transluminal varying contrast agent concentration is induced by the advection of the time-varying contrast agent bolus that enters at the coronary ostium. Given the typical temporal profile of the arterial input function and the acquisition of the image at or near the time corresponding to maximum enhancement at the ostium, this necessarily implies that the contrast agent concentration imaged at this time-instance will show a decrease from the ostium to the distal segment of the artery.

The analysis also suggests that the flow velocity in the artery will clearly affect the overall gradient in the contrast agent concentration; a higher velocity will tend to “stretch” (and therefore decrease) the contrast agent gradient whereas a lower flow velocity will tend to steepen (and increase) the gradient. Similarly, for longer $T_d$, the contrast agent gradient is stretched further, thus TCG decreases. This is confirmed quantitatively by the strong correlation between TCG and the coronary flow rate ($TCG^* \propto 1/Q^2$) as well as between TCG and the bolus duration ($TCG^* \propto 1/T_d^2$) that are suggested in Eq. (11). We reiterate here that a different fit to the bolus (such as for instance, linear with time) would lead to a different correlation but not change the fundamental physical mechanisms hypothesized here.

The higher TCG* magnitude for higher area-stenosis is therefore due to the fact that for a given axial pressure drop, increase in constriction size increases flow resistance, and reduces the flow rate, which is correlated with a higher gradient. This issue will be discussed later in this section when describing the correlation between TCG* and FFR. The mechanism also explains the increase in the gradient at the two bifurcations evident in Fig. 6; each bifurcation siphons flow away, thereby reducing the flow rate through the main branch and this leads to a steepening of the attenuation gradient distal to the bifurcation.

It is noted that since the model adopted here does not account for the microvascular resistance, which is dominant during physiologic rest conditions, the velocity drop associated with the area reduction for a given stenosis is significantly exaggerated here. It is well known that significant reductions in resting coronary flow rates only occur for very severe (> 95% area) stenoses and that for less severe lesions, the reductions in rate-of-flow are quite small.
[24]. Thus, the current results should not be taken to imply that TCG or related contrast information could be used to identify and/or stratify the reductions in flow-rates associated with intermediate stenoses. Rather, the current results primarily point to the causal relationship between TCG and flow rates.

The dependency of the measured TCG on the arterial input function has significant implications for in-vivo measurement of TCG. In most studies to date [3]–[5], [8] no particular attention has been given to controlling (or for that matter, even recording) the arterial input function. It is clear from our simulations that the value of TCG is very much dependent on the duration of bolus buildup in the coronary ostium ($TCG^* \sim 1/T_d^2$), and analysis also indicates that it is also dependent on the AIF profile (see Eq. 10). Thus, a raw value of TCG that does not account for (or compensate for) the duration of the arterial input function is expected to have relatively low prognostic value. Equation (11) also indicates that the precise value of TCG is affected by the cross-sectional area, $A$ and the volume of arterial segment up to the position where the measurements are made. Lack of compensation for these additional factors is likely to further decrease the correlation between TCG and coronary flow measured in-vivo. It is important to note that as per Eq. (11), the axial variation of cross-sectional area (i.e. area gradient, $dA(s)/ds$) does not play a role in the TCG formation.

The data obtained from the current simulation show that while TCG is monotonically correlated with $FFR_Q$, the overall correlation between the two is low ($R=0.41$). However, even with a high degree of control of the AIF and the absence of imaging artifacts, the correlation between TCG and FFR is confounded by the baseline flow conditions in the artery. Note that there are a wide variety of factors that can affect the baseline flow rate through the coronary arteries of a patient which include (but are not limited to) overall cardiac health and medication (such as adenosine). All of these differences will be reflected in the TCG value (which encoded for flow velocity) but not in the FFR. All of the above analysis underscores the difficulty of correlating TCG to functional measures of stenoses such as FFR, and might explain the moderate to poor correlation ($R=0.39-0.43$) between the attenuation gradient and FFR reported in the previous in-vivo studies[25]. In addition to the confounding effects of the arterial input function and imaging artifacts, this correlation is highly affected by the flow rate conditions, which may vary significantly from patient to patient.
The coronary artery models used in the current study are well suited for the fundamental analysis carried out here but they have a number of potential limitations. First, the use of a prescribed pressure drop across the vessel and with no capillary resistance introduced at the vessel outlet is not a precise representation of the physiological situation. In particular, this tends to amplify the effect of the stenosis on the flow rate and FFR, and this is something that is observed in the data (see Fig. 7). However, this should not affect the primary objective and observation of the study, which is that TCG is inversely related with the effect that vessel stenosis has on the flow rate. Second, the shape of the stenoses are generated via a parametric formula and do not correspond to a naturally occurring lesions. Third, the arterial input function applied at the coronary ostium of the current model (see Fig. 8) is actually based on measurements in the mid descending aorta. While there will be some differences in the contrast agent buildup at the two locations, we do however expect that the two profile shapes and trends would be quite similar. Nevertheless, this issue needs to be investigated in a future study. Fourth, in the cases of presence of any imaging artifacts such as temporal and spatial resolutions and calcification or stents inside the diseased vessel, TCG will get affected and hence the estimated flow rate as well. One way to eliminate this artifact is to eliminate the segment with calcification or stent from TCG measurements; this is the subject of ongoing studies. Finally, the effect of a physiological coronary flow waveform and the prescribed pressure on the attenuation function and TCG is currently being studied and these results will be reported in the future.

It is also useful to discuss a seeming discrepancy between our simulation results and the TCG measured in-vivo: our simulations show only a 2-15% drop of the normalized HU (HU*) over the entire length of the vessel, whereas the clinical example (Fig. 1) shows about a 75% drop. As indicated in Eqs. (9) and (10), the overall drop of HU* over the vessel depends directly on the temporal change of HU in the AIF (or $dC/dt$), which can vary significantly with the precise shape of the AIF as well as the time-point in the AIF when the CT image is acquired. For example, in the AIF shown in Fig. 2A, the rate of change near the AIF maximum (where the current analysis is done) is about 5 HU/sec while the maximum (in the middle of AIF) is about 30 HU/sec. Thus, a change in the timing of the acquisition could create a six-fold or more increase in the magnitude of the measured TCG. In this regard, it is noted that past studies have not appreciated this connection between AIF and TCG, and the current analysis provides a physical, as well as mathematical basis for such insights into TCG. In addition to the above factors, imaging artifacts in CT imaging (which are not included in the current computational model), particularly partial-volume averaging.
(PVA) effects, also contribute significantly to the measured TCG in the vessels. The relative contribution of PVA to TCG depends on a number of factors including scanner resolution (pixels per diameter), the coronary flow velocity and vessel taper, and in some cases, might provide a dominant contribution to TCG. However, we have recently developed mathematical formulation to correct TCG for PVA effects, and the application of this formulation to CCTA data will be presented in a future paper.

In summary, while all of the above simplifications and assumptions are expected to affect the precise numerical value of TCG, we do not expect them to alter the basic mechanism that has been put forth by the current study: that transluminal contrast gradients exhibit the effects of the advection of the AIF into the artery and they encode the coronary flow velocity. This basic mechanism has been discussed and confirmed in recent clinical and preclinical studies [26]–[28].

**CONCLUSIONS**

Computational modeling of flow and contrast dispersion has been used to explore the hypothesis that transluminal contrast gradients are formed due to the advection of the time-varying contrast bolus that arrives at the coronary ostium. According to this hypothesis, a higher velocity in the coronary vessel will tend to “stretch” (and therefore decrease) the contrast agent gradient whereas a lower flow velocity will tend to steepen (and increase) the gradient. Simulations for both an idealized model as well as a physiologically realistic coronary artery model confirm the above hypothesis and show that these contrast gradients encode for the coronary flow velocity. All other conditions being the same, our mathematical analysis and simulations show that a larger stenotic blockage reduces flow velocity which increases the gradient, and might explain the correlations between stenotic severity and TCG observed in previous studies. The mathematical analysis of dispersion also reveals that the bolus duration is a key parameter that relates these gradients to the flow velocity. The mathematical formulae connecting TCG to flow velocity derived here, represent a novel approach for non-invasive estimation of coronary flow velocity from CT angiography and should also facilitate investigations and analyses of these gradients that are grounded in the physics of flow and dispersion.
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APPENDIX: GRID RESOLUTION STUDIES

Idealized Model
The simulations are conducted using COMSOL™ 4.3 which is an unstructured, finite-volume-based solver. The coronary artery model is discretized with a total of about 2.5×10⁵ tetrahedral elements (Fig. 4C) based on a mesh refinement study. In particular, simulations on a significantly finer mesh with 6×10⁵ elements produces at most a 6% difference in the mean flow-rate and 3% in the peak flow rate through the main artery indicating effective grid convergence. The time solver was set to use the Generalized-Alpha Method which is second order accurate [29] and the time-step is chosen according to the physical geometry and not to exceed 0.01 seconds. The solver uses V-cycle second order multigrid for the advection scheme.

Physiological Model
The patient derived model simulations are conducted using ANSYS™ Workbench 14.5. The left coronary artery model is discretized with an unstructured mesh with total of approximately ≈4.55×10⁵ tetrahedral elements (Fig. 8C). Fig. 11A illustrates the velocity magnitude profile taken at the same cross sectional line (Fig. 11B) for 4 different grid levels of ‘Coarse’ with ≈2×10⁵, ‘Normal’ with ≈3×10⁵, ‘Fine’ with ≈4.55×10⁵ and ‘FineR’ with ≈9.25×10⁵ tetrahedral elements. This figure illustrates a minimal difference in the peak velocity profile between the Fine and FineR grids; hence all the simulations have been conducted using the ‘Fine’ grid. The time solver chosen employed a second order backward
Euler scheme with a step size of $\Delta t=0.01$ sec and the high resolution scheme described by Barth et al.\cite{30} was used to solve the spatial partial derivatives
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Figure 1. Representative example of transluminal contrast gradient for a stenosed artery. Luminal cross sections are sampled every 0.5 mm and plotted over the vessel length to obtain an axial variation of cross-sectional averaged attenuation (HU) (top figure). Bottom figure shows the axial and cross-sectional visualizations of lumen area by contrast agent. HU is the Hounsfield unit for the attenuation level. The lesion section is shown with an arrow. CT imaging is acquired using a 320-row detector CT scanner (Aquilion™One -Toshiba Medical Systems Corporation, Otawara, Japan).
Figure 2. Representative Arterial input function (AIF) measured in actual CCTA as well as the fitted function that is employed in the simulations in a human studies (A) and a canonical study (B). Part C is a schematic to illustrate the mechanism described in the paper: TCG is the transluminal (spatial) projection of the time profile of the concentration of the contrast agent and hence is driven by the coronary blood flow velocity ($V_{CF}$).
Figure 3. Extraction of cross-sectional lumen area along the axial direction from the CFD simulation for the calculation of transluminal contrast gradients.
Figure 4. (A) An idealized 3-D model of the coronary artery for the normal (unstenosed) case where $Q_n$ is referred to the normal (no stenosis) flow rate. (B) Model of the artery with a stenosis where $Q_s$ is referred to the flow rate in the vessel with stenosis. (C) Computational meshes employed in the various segments of the model.
Figure 5. Pressure (A), velocity magnitude (B) and normalized contrast agent concentration (C) ($C/C_{\text{max}}$) for the $Q_v=50\text{ml/min}$ case with a 70% area constriction. (D) Velocity magnitude and streamlines in the stenosed region in idealized model.
Figure 6. Normalized transluminal attenuation profiles along the axial direction of main arterial segment for (A) steady flow with \( Q_n = 50 \text{ml/min} \) \((P_A = 3, P_B = 0 \text{mmHg})\), (B) pulsatile flow with \( Q_n = 50 \text{ml/min} \) \((P_A = 3, P_B = 2.7 \text{mmHg})\), (C) steady flow with \( Q_n = 69 \text{ml/min} \) \((P_A = 4.5, P_B = 0 \text{mmHg})\), and (D) pulsatile flow with \( Q_n = 69 \text{ml/min} \) \((P_A = 4.5, P_B = 4.05 \text{mmHg})\). (1) and (2) indicate the locations of bifurcations shown in Fig 3. The attenuation profiles along the stenosed section (between (1)-(2)) are fitted by the linear function; \( a x + b \) and the slope \( a \) represents the normalized TCG (TCG*). All the results are for the idealized model at the peak of AIF and the percentage refers to different area stenosis levels.
Figure 7. Correlation between (A) TCG and the inverse square of flow rate ($1/Q^2$) for steady flow, (B) for pulsatile flow, (C) TCG and the inverse square of bolus time, ($1/T_d^2$) for 70% stenosis and $Q_n=50$ ml/min, steady flow (D) TCG* and FFR for pulsatile flow for the idealized model.
Figure 8. (A) 3-D model of a patient specific coronary artery for the normal (unstenosed) case. (B) Model of the artery with 70\% stenosis. (C) Computational meshes employed in the various segments of the model.
Figure 9. Patient specific computational results: Pressure (A), normalized contrast agent concentration ($C/C_{\text{max}}$) for the $Q_{\text{in}}=375$ ml/min case with a 70% area constriction. (B) and Velocity magnitude and streamlines in the stenosed region (C) cross sectional plane in which velocity contour in (C) is shown. The segmentations $S_1$-$S_4$ are segments of the main LAD before each branch.
Figure 10. Patient specific normalized transluminal attenuation profiles along the axial direction of main arterial segment in LAD (steady flow) with $P_A=3$ and $P_B=0$ mmHg. (A) Correlation between CFD calculation of flow rate and TAFE calculation of the flow rate in the no-stenosis (normal) and 70% area stenosis cases (B).
Figure 11. (A) Patient Specific velocity magnitude profile comparison between different grid levels for the cross sections shown in (B) in red planes in the main LAD after the stenosis. (B) Cross section plane used in (A). The 4 different grid levels are ‘Coarse’ with $\approx 2 \times 10^5$, ‘Normal’ with $\approx 3 \times 10^5$, ‘Fine’ with $\approx 4.55 \times 10^5$ and ‘FineR’ with $\approx 9.25 \times 10^5$ tetrahedral elements.